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How long is the extended return of the king

A Special Report from the Outside World Peter Jackson confirms Return of the King Extended Edition running time by David Haber, Wizard News Editor In an appearance at a screening of Fellowship of the Ring at the Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood last night, Lord of the Rings director Peter Jackson stated that he had just completed cutting the
Extended Edition of Return of the King before he left for this current trip to Los Angeles, and that it will be 4 hours and 10 minutes long, with a full fifty minutes of additional scenes. Regarding extended DVDs in general, Peter Jackson said he didn't know if he'd do one for every movie he does in the future, but that it just felt like it was natural and
appropriate to do them for the Lord of the Rings movies. He said as they'd already shot nearly an hour of footage that wasn't used in the theatrical releases of each of the films, and that they were legitimately part of the adaptations of Tolkien's boooks, he felt they should be seen in an extended version, which isn't necessarily better or worse than the
theatrical version, just a more fuller interpretation of the story. =============================== Submitted by Barley Oh no, Jackson. The EE are DEFINITELY better versions of the movie. FoTR theatre version was dreck as far as Tolkien goes. The EE improved it 10 fold. Wow! 50 extra minutes huh? That means we get to see more
footage of pessimistic, doomsayer Gandalf cold-clocking slobbering, piggish Denethor with his staff!! Seriously though. I did like the RoTK theatre version the best out of all three. The EE can only make it even better from here. If only they could change Denethor and the F/S/G soap opera, 'lembasgate' scenes, I could be a happy man with PJ's movie. I
am looking forward to the extra footage though. YIPEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I can't wait for the EE to come out. Once it does, my collection will be complete, and I will be a happy camper. I am so excited for the EE! I am happy it will be this long! I'm happy that all three movies will be out in whole, too, because it is a little weird to watch the EE's of FOTR
and TTT, then watch the TE of ROTK. I know what you mean. Only about 4 more months until it comes out. I can't wait! It feels weird to not look forward to another LOTR movie coming out to theaters this year. I mean, we have the EE of ROTK, but we won't be able to see a new LOTR movie in the theater, unless they make The Hobbit into a movie.
When will the EE from the ROTK come out ? I asked my DVD-store and they said DECEMBER 2004 ! I'm afraid that they're not lying, the current date for the release is in December 04. Over four hours of bilge. Lovely. Over four hours of bilge. Lovely. If you don't like it, there are other parts of the forum you can go to. Funnily enough, I haven't seen
anything posted by you on any other boards than the movie and the forsaken in ones. Yet you keep going on and on about how the movie is so bad. It's funny, that's all. I'm looking forward to the EE. I just hope that the Houses of Healing will be in it. The H of H was one of the few things I was looking forward to... Me too. I really wanted to see Eowyn
and Faramir, and more of Aragorn talking to Eowyn. I was really disappointed that it wasn't in the movie. I was even hinting to my friends a little about Eowyn and Faramir, so they must have been confused. I cannot wait for the EE!!!! ***SPOILERS AHEAD TO WARN THE COWARDS WHO FEAR TO READ**** If what I've read from that link that was
on another thread is true, we can expect a whole **** load more extras some of which are straight out of the book and more fleshing out of scenes already in the movie. In other words, the movie can only improve. There is going to be: 1) Houses of the Healing (in some form or another) 2) Finding Eowyn on the battle field 3) More Aragorn and Eowyn
scenes (nyah, who cares...) 4) Gandalf facing the witch king 5) Denethor and the palantir 6) Aragorn and the palantir 7) More at the black gates including the Mouth of Sauron (though I could be mistaken on this) 8) More of the paths of the dead 9) More of Aragorn and Elrond (nyah, who cares...) 10) Merry pledging his allegiance to Rohan 11) More of
Gandalf and Pippin talking And a lot more stuff that I forgot. I am actually looking forward to this EE despite Denethor and Frodo 'banishing' Sam. Guess who's back, back, back. I'm only back to report on the movies. Hmm, no mention Denethor and the palantir, confound it all! Your wish is herebye granted!
=============================== More From Middle-Earth ROTK Extended Edition new scenes revealed 26 July 2004 Peter Jackson couldn’t make it himself (he’s off somewhere building a giant monkey), but the jolly auteur sent Billy Boyd and David Wenham along to Comic-Con in his place to unveil something rather special. After
announcing that nearly 50 minutes of new footage has been incorporated into The Return of the King: Extended Edition, the LOTR contingent treated the crowd to a four-minute preview. Needless to say, it was the equivalent of an Ent-filled dream come true for the Hobbit fanatics in attendance. One of the most highly anticipated new scenes features
the return of Christopher Lee’s Saruman. The actor was visibly peeved at being cut from the theatrical cut, but should soon be appeased, as the restored confrontation at Isengard looks like it could be a trilogy highlight. Not least because Gandalf and Saruman exchange insults as only wizards can — with bloody huge balls of flame. Elsewhere, there’s
more business with the Palantir, hideous über-minion The Mouth of Sauron making an appearance in front of the Black Gate, Gandalf coming face-to-face with the Witch King (a moment that appeared in the theatrical trailer but not the film) and Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli being assailed by an avalanche of skulls within the Paths of the Dead. But the
focus isn’t purely on the action. He may have added hundreds of SFX shots to the movie, but the preview suggests that Jackson is equally concerned with deepening the characters. One new scene sees Faramir and Eowyn begin to fall in love within the Houses of Healing, while another takes in a touching moment between Pippin and Faramir as the
pair dress for battle. However, rumours that the director has tacked a celebratory sing-a-long onto the end of the movie — with Boromir and Theoden looking on in ghostly form — are probably untrue. Weighing in at a frankly gargantuan 250 minutes (approx.), the Extended cut is due out in late November [changed to December: "Meanwhile, there is
a slight hiccup for Lord of the Rings fans, with reports that the Extended Edition has been delayed until early December, rather than the November release slot occupied by the other two extended versions. Apparently, it has been rather harder to reassemble the cast for commentaries this year, since they no longer have summer reshoots to do and
are scattered across the globe, working on other projects. Still, it should still arrive in time for our Christmas stockings, so there's no need to worry too much."], accompanied by the usual commentaries and exhaustive extras. =============================== Cuts and Alterations According to British newspaper reports appearing on
November 13, 2003, Christopher Lee was unhappy to learn that a seven-minute scene featuring a confrontation at Isengard in which Gandalf casts Saruman out of the order of Wizards, would not be appearing in the finished film, and he decided to boycott the premiere as a result. Peter Jackson has confirmed that this scene, although not in the
theatrical release, will be included in the extended VHS and DVD editions planned for release in 2004. These are officially scheduled for release in November 2004 [now changed to December, as per details above], although some British DVD-collecting magazines have suggested they may be brought forward, perhaps as soon as May. Other rumours
suggest that the DVD may be a five or six-disc set, with the movie occupying three discs rather than two; some rumours suggest that the extended cut may be as long as six hours, although four and a half is probably a more realistic figure. Fans also hope that the extended discs will feature deleted scenes and outtakes, which were not included in the
first two titles. There are further rumours of an even more spectacular Lord of the Rings Trilogy box set in the future, and Jackson has half-seriously mentioned the possibility of re-editing the trilogy into a TV miniseries, along the lines of The Godfather movies. A sequence that did not make it from the book into the film at all despite the hopes of many
fans, was the "Scouring of the Shire", in which the Hobbits return home at the end of their quest to find they have some fighting to do, owing to Saruman's takeover of the Shire. Jackson felt that it would tax the audience's patience to mount another battle scene after the critical conflict, the defeat of Sauron, had already been resolved. In the book, the
fall of Saruman takes place at the end of the scouring, but in the film's theatrical release Saruman is left trapped in the tower of Orthanc by the Ents. Other scenes from the book not appearing in the movie, which may or may not make it into the extended version: • Théoden meets Merry and Pippin and calls them holbytlan, suggesting that the word
hobbit is derived from Rohirric; Pippin comments that the King of Rohan is "A fine old fellow. Very polite." • Legolas and Gimli engage in a drinking contest in Edoras. • The Rohirrim bypass the main road to Gondor by negotiating with the Wild Men of Drúadan Forest for passage through their woods. • The Witch-king enters Minas Tirith and is
challenged by Gandalf, breaks Gandalf's staff, but the rooster crows and the horns of the Rohirrim announce their arrival and the Witch-king is forced to ride out to meet them. • The Mouth of Sauron taunts Gandalf at the Black Gate and presents evidence that Frodo has been captured (which is true). • The spirit of Sauron rises like a black cloud from
the ruin of Barad-dûr before being blown away by the west wind. • On the way to the Morgul Vale, Frodo, Sam and Gollum pass through the Crossroads, where there is a giant statue of a seated king with his head laying on the ground nearby, "crowned" anew with flowers that have grown there. • Aragorn, Legolas, and Gimli pass a mound of human
skulls when they enter the Dwimorberg, the haunted mountain. • Aragorn and Gimli take down Gothmog, the Orc commander at the Fields of Pelennor. • Denethor, using a palantír, goes mind-to-mind with Sauron in a secret room in the top of the White Tower of Ecthelion, thus explaining Denethor's madness. • Denethor is burnt alive in a pyre of his
own making while clasping at the palantír; he is not seen afterwards. • In their Orc armor, Sam and Frodo fall in with a stray band of Orcs who are heading for the Battle of the Morannon at the Black Gate. • Aragorn shows the reforged sword to Sauron using the palantír recovered at Isengard. • Éomer grieves over the death of Gamling in the Battle
of the Pelennor Fields. • Faramir and Éowyn meet and fall in love, probably in the Houses of Healing • After the coronation, Gandalf counsels King Elessar on his responsibilities. • Near the end of the story, Legolas and Gimli travel through Middle-earth together, Legolas leading a tour through Fangorn Forest and Gimli through the Glittering Caves
back of Helm's Deep. =============================== Barley I heard rumours from a very reliable source, the same one who confirmed the first few scenes to be added. That the EE infact features the scene with Denethor and the palantir. Hopefully this is true, as I wasn't very pleased with denethor either, he wasn't terrible, but he
could have been a whole lot better. I never did like Denethor, not even in the books. If the scenes are true, then luckily, it will be closer to the book than the TE was. Even though I have heard a lot of it before, it still sounds so cool! I just can't understand how some of those things were cut out of the TE. I hope a lot of people watch this EE. As for
Denethor, he never was one of my favorite characters from the book. I never thought he could get worse, but the movie definitely made him worse than he actually is. Page 2 Oh joy of joys! My one slight "annoyance"(?) with RotK shall be resolved! I am so looking forward to it! I actually had a dream about the EE last night. That's what I get for
coming here before bed... But in the dream, there were a lot of new and weird scenes that didn't really make sense. But there also was NO Frodo telling Sam to go home! I was so happy in that dream, I kind of wish they could change the movie in the end some how. Even though that is not supposed to really bother me anymore. LOL. What was your
one slight "annoyance," GW? LOL. What was your one slight "annoyance," GW? Oh dear, I posted right after a post on the first page, not realizing that there was a second, so my post seems out of context. Anyway, it was Denethor not having the Palantir as an "excuse" for his madness. I thought it was much needed. I admit defeat by the censors; what
was where the asterisks are? The word was c-r-a-p. I'm surprised that that word is considered taboo by the censors. What's with this 'celebratory sing song with the ghosts of Boromir and Theoden looking on"? What the heck is that rumor? What does PJ think this is, "Return of the Jedi"?? Why not throw Yoda in there too? I sure hope that was a sick
rumor started by some demented fan and not based on actuality. I wouldn't put it past PJ to throw a 'PJ-ism" in and ruin whatever repairs were being done to the theatre edition. Oh please, Lord, let that be that rumor it seems to be. I hope that PJ doesn't put that in. I was happy with the majority of the TE, but when I read the extras, I was very
pleased that it would become a little bit more like the book, like Denethor with the palantir, and not running off the cliff as a little fireball. I'm looking forward to the EE. I'm hoping the movie will be a lot better with the extended scenes, because some of my favorite parts were missing (such as the Houses of Healing). One thing the EE won't make
better though, I think, is the part where Frodo ditches Sam. I'll just have to continue skipping that scene. What's with this 'celebratory sing song with the ghosts of Boromir and Theoden looking on"? What the heck is that rumor? What does PJ think this is, "Return of the Jedi"?? Why not throw Yoda in there too? I sure hope that was a sick rumor
started by some demented fan and not based on actuality. That..my dear Thorin...is S-A-R-C-A-S-M by some demented fan who doesn't like PJ's SW moments, such as "I'll save you!" "you already have.." silly people Definitely agree that the Extended versions were better. PJ should have damned the bullets and just released the extended cuts in the
cinema in the first place (although if ROTK is going to be 4 hours 20 minutes, that may jsut be a bit too long for the cinema - lol). Each film I saw, I had a few disappointments, while thinking that in some ways they were excellent films. With the extended versions, which felt more like the book, with a slightly more leisurely pace, and stronger
characterisations, I felt the films improved immeasurably. I now think that the films are the equal of the book, but only when watching these extended cuts. I quite frankly think the bit about there being a jedi-style singalong at the end with teh ghosts looking on is nonsense. Jackson is no Lucas. Nothing in the LOTR films came close to the cloying
suchrose-annoyingness of Return of the jedi or the recent star wars films Relax dude, the ending to ROTJ fits the style of Star Wars. The ending(s) of ROTK fit that of the LOTR (although i do hope the EE won't add even more scenes to it). Jeez.. as the restored confrontation at Isengard looks like it could be a trilogy highlight. Not least because Gandalf
and Saruman exchange insults as only wizards can — with bloody huge balls of flame. If this is true, I'll burn the discs with bloody huge balls of flame. Well, as far as I'm concerned, an extra hour of ROTK is good by me! As long as it there aren't any more fabricated lovey-dovey scenes between Aragorn and Arwen thrown in! I'm glad Saruman will get
his due. Hopefully the scene between him and Gandalf won't be turned into something hokey. I also appreciate that Houses of the Healing looks like it will be included, as will Gandalf and the Witch King and the Mouth of Sauron. It's interesting that the Mouth of Sauron is included in the computer game version but not the movie! Denethor needs an
entire re-do but I'll take the fleshing out. The scene with the Palantir can only help. PJ should put out a special DVD featuring the Scouring of the Shire. I understand why it was deleted but I'd like to see it all the same. IMO it was important because it wrapped up a lot of things, especially when it came to the Hobbits and their very important part and
journey in the trilogy. Has anybody heard anything about restoring the conversation between the two Orc captains in Cirith Ungol? (I think their names were Shagrat and Gorbag but I'm not sure). That's where they were talking about how they were afraid of the Nazgul, they didn't really care for the war and they would love to set up their own little
lair up in the mountains with "a few trusty lads". I always enjoyed that passage. It put a bit of a human face on the Orcs. Has anybody heard anything about restoring the conversation between the two Orc captains in Cirith Ungol? (I think their names were Shagrat and Gorbag but I'm not sure). That's where they were talking about how they were
afraid of the Nazgul, they didn't really care for the war and they would love to set up their own little lair up in the mountains with "a few trusty lads". I always enjoyed that passage. It put a bit of a human face on the Orcs. I like that part too..Gives an interesting perspective on the Orcs. Shagrat and Gorbag were their names. They were almost
likeable. I also liked the chapter on the Uruk Hai in TTT. I doubt that PJ will put the conversation with the Orcs in but it would be a welcome surprise. It's little things like that which are the reason why I keep rereading and enjoying the books as well as watching the movies over and over again on DVD.
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